DXC’s Operate and
Innovate Program
A complimentary value-add
program designed to ensure that our
annual SAP software maintenance
customers obtain maximum value
from their overall investment in SAP

DXC’s Operate and Innovate program
SAP maintenance that provides unique value
We are the only SAP partner
in the ANZ region to offer
the “Operate & Innovate”
program, a complimentary
service that ensures you
can operate SAP with less
disruption and receive the
benefits of our proactive
optimisation services.

In times of uncertainty, organisations need to extract maximum value from their
IT environment. For those running SAP, the question is whether their maintenance
provider delivers the services and expertise that justify the sometimes sizable, fixed
maintenance cost that must be paid each year.
DXC’s SAP maintenance services drives down running costs, improves software stability
and opens up opportunities for innovation. We currently manage SAP maintenance
customers across a wide range of industries in Australia and New Zealand and globally.

Optimise with our “Operate & Innovate” program
Our “Operate & Innovate” program is a complimentary service that ensures
you can operate SAP with less disruption and receive the benefits of our proactive optimisation services. Our value-add annual lifecycle maintenance model
encompasses reporting, analysis and recommendations from DXC and SAP,
allowing you to put measures in place to improve performance. We are the only
SAP partner in the ANZ region to offer the “Operate & Innovate” program, which
includes:
• Free consulting days annually to help identify, operate and leverage solution
improvements and innovations
• A full suite of Technical Quality Check (TQC) services including technical
performance optimisation, data volume management, enhancement pack
upgrade assessment and security optimisation checks
• Development of an agreed annual maintenance service plan to guide maximum
program value
• Complimentary access to SAP Solution Manager for value-add program components
• Saves costs of managing and maintaining own solution manager
• Innovation advice and guidance based on the SAP PathFinder Report
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Get in touch today
Contact us today at oxygen.info@dxc.com about your maintenance needs. We can
devise a maintenance agreement that matches your enterprise needs, delivers cost
savings and enables your organisation to best leverage its existing investment while
preparing for future roadmap activities.

Learn more at
dxc.com/au/practices/sap

About DXC Technology

Get the insights that matter.

dxc.com/optin

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and
operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and
scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and public
sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology Stack to
drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience. Learn more
about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.
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